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ETI Group is an international group of innovative companies with worldwide leadership within development
and production of advanced analysis monitoring solutions for all types of data and telecommunication
networks. Besides research and development sites in the UK and Denmark, ETI Group has global support and
service groups in the US, the UK, Denmark, Spain, the U.A.E., Singapore and France

Gamma Group presents its unique IT Intrusion portfolio - FINFISHER - at the ISS World Americas 2011. The
FinFisher IT Intrusion products contain the most comprehensive infection and monitoring functionality found
in any other solution. The FinFisher portfolio combined with superior training at Gamma's IT Intrusion
Training Institute differentiates Gamma International as the leading company in the field of cyber
surveillance. For more information contact: info@gammagroup.com

HackingTeam provides the premier integrated Cyber Intelligence solution: Remote Control System (RCS).
Proven by years of worldwide adoption and designed to fulfill LEAs and Security Agencies higher
expectations, RCS gives you total control over Desktops and Smartphones. Offering the widest selection of
infection vectors and showing total invisibility to endpoint protection systems, RCS guarantees easy
installation on target devices. An integrated, easy to use Console allows you to manage and control all your
operations, all from the same place. Find out more at www.hackingteam.it

Kapow Software, headquartered in Palo Alto, CA, is the fastest-growing OSINT software firm in the world.
Kapow Software is used by U.S. Intelligence Community analysts and developers to collect internet content in
both a targeted and broad crawl manner. The Kapow Katalyst solution is unique in that it works on every
website, in every language, every time.

Ntrepid Corporation provides national security and law enforcement customers with software, hardware, and
managed services for cyber operations, analytics, language technologies, and tracking systems.

Qosmos develops Network Intelligence technology (an evolution of Deep Packet Inspection), which provides
real-time visibility into data as it crosses networks. The company’s software development kit and hardware
probes are used by Government Agencies, Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs) and System Integrators to
enhance their lawful intercept and cyber security solutions.

Spectronic Systems is an independent and 100% privately owned company working exclusively with
governments and government approved agencies. The Spectronic Systems activities include development and
manufacturing of monitoring systems and monitoring centres handling telephony, internet/IP, fax and modem
traffic for intelligence and law enforcement agencies. These solutions can act as data retention systems and/or
as an intelligence platform for bulk monitoring of SMS, MMS, e-mails or other means of data communication

Headquartered in the heart of the Silicon Valley in California, SS8 is a leading worldwide provider of
innovative regulatory compliant, electronic intercept and high capacity end-to-end cyber security
solutions. SS8’s solutions allow law enforcement and intelligence agencies to conduct lawful interception and
monitoring of both circuit and packet-mode communications in accordance with local laws and standards.
Since 1994, SS8 has delivered hundreds of Lawful Intercept deployments to the world’s largest and most
innovative carriers, national governments and law enforcement agencies.

Verint® Communications Intelligence and Investigative Solutions™ help organizations efficiently collect,
correlate, analyze and investigate information from virtually any communication network and data-source to
neutralize criminal and terrorist threats in time to make a real impact. Built on Verint expertise accumulated
over the past 20 years deploying hundreds of projects in over a thousand sites and 70 countries, these
solutions are reliable, scalable, and cost effective engineered to address communication technologies today
and those that emerge tomorrow.

VUPEN Security is a leading IT security company providing exclusive vulnerability research for defensive
and offensive computer security operations. VUPEN provides private and highly sophisticated exploits
specifically designed for the Intelligence community, LEAs, and national security organizations to help them
achieve their offensive missions using tailored and unique codes created in-house by our researchers. VUPEN
also delivers highly technical vulnerability research reports to help governments and CERTs to protect critical
infrastructures and assets against cyber attacks. VUPEN’s customers include worldwide governments and
intelligence agencies in NATO, ANZUS and ASEAN countries (for offensive security), and prominent
corporations (for defensive security).
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